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Overactive Bladder Website For Medical Professionals
Launched
Justin Mandel, DOM AP December 03, 2014

A brand new Overactive Bladder treatment website has been launched for
medical professionals to inform them about the Bladder RE-EXPANSION
TechniqueÂ®â€Ž...

(Newswire.net -- December 3, 2014) St. Petersburg, Florida -- A brand new
Overactive Bladder treatment website has been launched for medical professionals.

The purpose of this website is to specifically inform medical professionals about the patented Bladder RE-EXPANSION
Technique® and its patent-pending medical device, which is an all natural approach to the diagnosis and treatment of
Overactive Bladder. 

This exciting newly publicized patented non-invasive procedure offers a much needed genuine breakthrough in the
diagnosis and treatment of Overactive Bladder, a condition that affects on average 10% of Americans including both
men and women. This unique approach fills a major gap in the marketplace and offers patient's a proven rehabilitative
procedure

This incredibly effective patented procedure and medical device was invented by Florida based acupuncture physician,
Justin Mandel DOM AP. His Bladder RE-EXPANSION Technique® is based on the theory that often times, someone's
urinary bladder needs to be safely re-expanded because it can't fully fill up with urine due to a wide variety of reasons. 

Included on the http://www.BladdeREEXPANSIONtechnique.com/ informative website are separate sections including
details on the up and coming medical study, overwhelming support evidence including 14 different published medical
studies, an about section, and a "For Patients" section. The "For Patients" section tells people who could be
prospective candidates for the Bladder RE-EXPANSION Technique® where to go to get more information about getting
a one-on-one private consultation with Justin Mandel DOM AP

Medical professionals can sign up at the site to receive more information as developments continue to be made.
Expected information planned on being released includes information on how to get CME units and eventually how
medical professionals can bed educated on how to perform special Bladder RE-EXPANSION Technique® diagnostic
procedures. 

Acupuncture physician Justin Mandel DOM AP, its inventor, had this to say about the launch of this new informative
website, "I am happy to finally see information become accessible to medical professionals on the Bladder RE-
EXPANSION Technique®. This website provides exposure to medical professionals for those interested in discovering
more about it. I am especially eager to release information as updates take place so interested practitioners can find
out more as developments happen. 

It will genuinely be exciting to see how much interest by the medical community will be generated beyond what has
already taken place. Because so many people suffer from this bothersome condition, the potential is that this can help
hundreds of thousands if not millions of people world wide. 

For more information about this innovative Overactive Bladder procedure and medical device go to
http://bladderreexpansiontechnique.com/
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The revolutionary patented Bladder RE-EXPANSION Technique® for Overactive Bladder was invented by Justin
Mandel, DOM AP. At this time he is the only practitioner in the world offering this highly exclusive procedure offered
only by him in his St.Petersburg, Florida office. The safe, effective and all-natural Bladder RE-EXPANSION
Technique® is also non-invasive so patients don't ever need to be concerned with numerous harmful side-effects,
unlike what other OAB solutions offer.
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